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A-1

Study Overview

♦

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC)is exploring consumer understanding of various non-prescription products including
conventional, herbal and homeopathic products. Market research was conducted to explore the understanding and
knowledge of non-prescription products among two key consumer segments: General Adults and Parents .

♦

The overall objective of the research is to understand the extent to which consumers may be confused about the differences
between conventional , herbal and homeopathic non-prescription products . Specific objectives include the fo llowing:
Identify non-prescription products commonly used to treat cold symptoms
Obtain reactions to sample non-prescription products
Explore perceived differences by product category (including evidentiary support and regulatory oversight)
Determine awareness and perceptions of homeopathic products

♦

Qualitative research in the form of focus groups was the recommended methodology because they allow for an in-depth
exploration of consumer behaviors and perceptions as well as reactions to stimuli.

♦

A total of two focus groups were conducted in Baltimore , Maryland on December 8, 2010.
One focus group was conducted with General Adults
One focus group was conducted among Parents

♦

Shugoll Research, with input from the FTC,developed two screening questionnaires to recruit focus group respondents. The
principal criteria for participation in the General Adult group were:
Purchased at least one non-prescription product to treat cold symptoms in the past year
Is the sole decision maker or shares in the responsibility for deciding which non-prescription products to buy to treat
cold symptom
A mix of non-prescription category users including conventional, herbal and homeopath ic products
A mix of ages between 30 and 69
A mix of demographic characteristics including education, employment, household income and ethnicity

♦

The principal criteria for participation in the Parent focus group were:
Must have a child between the ages of 4 and 10 .
Purchased at least one non-prescription products to treat cold symptoms for their children between the ages of 4 and
10 in the past year
Is the sole decision maker or share in the responsibility for deciding which non-prescription products to buy to treat
cold symptoms for their children
A mix of ages, predominantly ages 25 to 54
A mix of demographic characteristics including education, employment, household income and ethnicity

♦

A total of 16 consumers (8 General Adults and 8 Parents) participated in the research. A summary of the respondent profile
may be found in Appendix A.

♦

A qualitative research methodology seeks to develop directions rather than quantitatively precise or absolute measures.
The limited number of respondents involved in this type of research means the study sho uld be regarded as exploratory in
nature, and th e results used to generate hypotheses for decision making and further testing. The non-statistical nature of
qua litative research means the results cannot be genera lized to the population under study with a known level of statistical
precision.

Key Findings
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Identify Non-Prescription Products
Commonly Used to Treat Cold
Symptoms

7

Non-Prescription
ProductsCommonly
Usedto Treat ColdSymptoms

♦

Awarenessof non-prescr
iptioncold productsis veryhigh.
General Adults and Parents readily list a dozen or more non-prescription cold products. Frequently cited products on
an unaided basis include :

♦

• Zicam

• Sudafed

• Aspirin

• Airborne

• Tylenol

• Vitamin C

• Motrin

• Echinacea

• Robitussin

• Orange Juice

• Vick's Vapor Rub

• Dimetapp

Most keep severalproductson hand, primarilyconventionalproducts.
General Adults tend to keep products designed to treat cold symptoms.
"Sudaf ed." (General Adult)
"Cough syrup ." (General Adult )
"Airborne if it's just starting ." (General Adult)
"I have Nyquil , Vitamin C, cough syrup. " (General Adult)

Non-Prescription
ProductsCommonly
Usedto Treat ColdSymptoms

Parents are likely to have fever reducing products in their medicine cabinets in addit ion to those designed to t reat
cold symptoms.
"I have every one of them. I swear to you .

JI

(Parent)

"You'll definitely find the fever reducers, but not so much the cough [products]. " (Parent)
"Triaminic, Robitussin.

JI

(Parent )

"Di meta pp PM and Robitussin."

(Parent)

"I have Children's Tylenol and Children's Advil and a lot of Vick's and I do have these strips.

JI

(Parent )

Several Parents note that they are frequently shopping for a product to treat cold symptoms in response to a sick
child.
♦

GeneralAdultsand Parentsare likelyto groupor categorizeproductsin a number of waysincludingconventionalversus
"natural"products.
General Adults cited the followi ng ways to categorize or group products:
►

Stage of the cold : onset vs. full blown

;, Time of day: daytime vs. nighttime
►

Natural or homeopathic vs. chemical based drugs

►

Age: children vs. adults

►

Symptoms: single vs. multiple

►

Strength : aggressive vs. more lax

Non-Prescription
ProductsCommonly
Usedto Treat ColdSymptoms

When asked to identify products that belong in the "natural " group , General Adults listed herbs and vitamins, orange
juice, lemon, hot tea and Echinacea. Noticeably absent from this group was Airborne . Aspirin , Tylenol, Robitussin ,
and Zicam were categorized as conventional products.
Parents did not categorize the products by conventional vs. non-conventional. Rather, they grouped the children cold
products in the following ways:

♦

►

Stage of the cold: prevention vs. onset vs. full blown

►

Time of day: daytime vs. nighttime

►

Age: age of the child

►

Symptoms: fever vs. cough vs. runny nose

►

Familiarity: trusted brand/ product vs. unknown

Thereare few productsconsumersavoidand noneare explicitlyavoidingherbalor homeopathicproducts.
General Adults and Parents are inclined to avoid certain conventional non-prescription products based on past
experience and/ or hearsay.
"I won 't use Zicam. I heard bad things about that on N and on the Internet. " (General Adult)
"I won 't use Mucinex. It didn 't work." (General Adult)
"I don 't really like Robitussin. I had a bad experience with it." (Parent)

Some Parents expressed concern for products that cause drowsiness or ones that are perceived as "too strong."
"I wouldn 't use Mucinex [for my child] , even though I have it for myself. My kids are too young for that
because it 's strong, very strong. " (Parent)

Obtain Reactions to Sample NonPrescription Products
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Reactionsto Sample Non-Prescription
Products
GeneralAdults
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♦

Consumersrejectthe herbalKoldKareand homeopathicColdCare.
General Adults were exposed to three non-prescription product samples designed to treat cold symptoms . They
immediately reject the herbal and homeopathic products primar ily due to the product names and packaging. General
Adults are skeptical toward products that feature misspe lled words.
"It's not even spelled right. K-o-1-d. It looks like something that they 're giving away. 'Here, try this.,,,
(General Adult)
"A generic brand." (General Adult )

Many adults are in the habit of searching for and reading active ingredients on non-prescription cold products.
"The number one thing that stood out for me is I didn 't see a list of active ingredients. "
(General Adult)
"[With Tylenol] I know what I'm putting in my body. It's a chemical reaction and an understood situation .
But I know how much I'm putting in. Whereas with this one [Kaid Kare] , it doesn 't tell you ." (General Adult )

One consumer questioned the ingredi ents in the herbal product.
"I would feel differently if I was more aware of what th e stuff is or what it does . If I knew what leaf extract
was or the benefits, then I wouldn 't be as leery. " (General Adult )

Reactionsto SampleNon-Prescription
Products
GeneralAdults

( :arc Kit

~

♦

Severaladultsdislikethe ColdCare Kit packaging.
Specifically, some adults are unclear how the product is supposed to be administered.
"ft looks like something that you 'd probably get by injection. Reading the package doesn 't tell me how to
take it." (General Adult)
"It does look like it's little vials of something."

♦

(General Adult)

Consumersgroupthe three productsintotwo categories:KnownversusUnknown.
Known
• Tylenol Cold

Unknown
• Kaid Kare
• Cold Care Kit Boiron

"Well, it's known versus unknown. I'd group them by saying Kaid Kare and the Care Kit against the
Tylenol. " (General Adult)
"It [homeopathic] means not chemical." (General Adult)
"Better effectiveness [Tylenol] versus questionable effectiveness [Kaid Care and Care Kit]. " (General Adult)
"Homeopathic versus traditional. " (General Adult)

Reactionsto Non-Prescription
Products
Parents
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♦

Parents,particularlymothers,immediatelyfocuson the visualsand the text on the front of the packages.
Parents were exposed to four sample products. Most immediately focused on the information on the front of each
product package. On the Similasan product, for example, parents immediately commented on the elephant visual
and the stated age range for kids. On the Hyland's Cold 'n Cough product , they noted the "Sugar Free" claim and on
the Sudafed PE product, they commented on the "non -drowsy" claim.
"This Hy/and 's Homeopathic. I noticed the safe age was right on front, so you don 't have to look for it. And
it was sugar free; I like that. And 100% natural." (Parent)
"That actually caught my eye [Sugar Free]." (Parent)
"I would buy it [Similasan] for that elephant." (Parent)
"The Similasan has the age right on the front. It's easily found, right on the front, not like on the Triaminic
and the Sudafed, where you actually have to read the dosing to find if your child is old enough to take it or
not." (Parent)

Reactionsto Non-Prescription
Products
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♦

Parents groupedthe four productsintotwo categories:FamiliarversusHomeopathic
Familiar

Homeopathi c

• Tylenol Cold

• Hyland 's Cold 'n Cough

• Triaminic Day Time Cold & Cough

• Similasan Cold & Mucus Relief

Parents immediately identified two categories for the four sample products.
"Two homeopathic versus big name pharmaceuticals ." (Parent )
"You have the two homeopathic products, and then the two that you hear commercials on a million times a
day." (Parent)
A few parents clear ly state that they prefer the familiar products.
"I still favor thes e two [Triaminic and Sudafed] over these two [Cold 'n Cough and Cold & Mucus Relief], all
the time. I personally believe brand names work better than the generic s." (Parent)
"I know if I give my child Tylenol as a fever reducer , it will reduce the fever ." (Parent)

Explore PerceivedDifferences by
ProductCategory
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PerceivedDifferencesby ProductCategory

♦

GeneralAdultsand Parentsclearlydifferentiateconventionalnon-prescription
productsfrom non-conventional
products.
Consumers do not have difficulty defining or categorizing conventional non-prescription products.

♦

However,moststrugglewhenaskedto distinguishbetweenherbal and homeopathicproducts.
Most consumers associate homeopathic products with natural or non-chemical products.
"I would equate it [homeopathic] to organic. Something that occurs in nature . (General Adult)
11

"I think it's more natural, pure, without chem icals. Without looking up the definitions , that's what I would
think . (General Adult )
11

"Natural, not chemica lly enhanced.

11

(General Adult)

11

"Natural, not synthetic . (Parent)
"Home remedy . Something that my grandmother would concoct.

11

(General Adult)

"Something you won't have to buy. Like soup or something." (Parent)
►

A few are a bit more familiar with the concept behind homeopathy.
"It's kind of like a natural kind of vaccine. For instance, if someone has allergies, rather than take
medicine they give you allergy shots which essentially stimulates the body's response to those allergies.
(Parent)

11

PerceivedDifferencesby ProductCategory

♦

Oncedefinitionsfor conventiona
l, herbaland homeopathicare provided,consumersgenerallyhave no difficultyassigning
productsto a particularcategory.
General Adults and Parents easily categorized brand name pharmaceuticals as conventional products. The following
products are perceived as conventional:
• Tylenol

• Zicam

• Robitussi n

• Motrin

• Sudafed

• Dimetapp

Similarly, they categorized Vitamin C, orange juice and certain throat lozenges as herbal products.
►

Echinacea

►

Hot tea with lemon

However, a few express some confusion toward homeopathic products.
"I'm just curious whether there 's not sort of a distinction between homeopathic and herbal [products]. The
things on the back of the homeopathic packages look like they could be plant names, but I don't know
what they are. If they're not herbal and they're not drugs, then exactly what is that stuff that I don 't
recognize?" (Parent)
"I thought of homeopathic as being herbal supplements." (Parent)
There is some confusion regarding Airborne. Some consider it a herbal product, while others are unsure.

EvidentiaryRequirementsand FederalOversight

♦

It shouldbe notedthat consumersdo not readilydifferentiatebetweenevidentiaryrequirementsand federal regulations.
General Adults and Parents tend to refer to, and discuss, evidentiary requirements and federal regulatory oversight
interchangeably.

♦

Consumersexpectthe manufacturersof conventiona
l non-prescription productsare required to meet more stringent
evidentiaryrequirementsthan herbal and/or homeopathic products.
It is generally believed that manufacturers of conventional non-prescription products must be able to support their
claims with scientific evidence .
However, consumers have varying opinions regarding the evidentiary requirements for herbal and homeopathic
products. Some consumers indicate there are no requirements ; others insist there must be some governmental
oversight of these products, and still others are unsure, but hopeful, that there are some requi rements.
"Conventional probably has a higher standard. I don 't know what the exact standards are, but I would say
there is some testing." (General Adult)
"I don't th ink so. I think they [herbal products] can make the claims, but they don't have to be
substantiated. We know that this plant or root has been known to do x, y, z, but they're not telling you to
take it and it will fix x, y, z. It has been known to do that. " (General Adult)
"I would think that anybody that is putting something out there would have to have to some type of study.
would think if there 's a bad reaction, they wouldn 't want to be sued ...so they have to do some kind of
studies. Now, whether it's long term like your conventiona l [products], I don't know. But I would th ink
homeopathic and herbal do studies. Maybe not as extensive, but they have to do some type of studies and
they go by the majority of their studies." (General Adult)
"I'm afraid there is none [evidentiary requirements] that they have to have. I would hope that the FDA is
looking out for us as consumers." (Parent)

EvidentiaryRequirementsand FederalOversight

"I agree. We're relying on the FDA or whoever to test these products and saying, 'Yes, what 's on the box is
really what's in there and nothing else."' (Parent)
"You can use imagery that suggests it's medicine, but you could have it classified wholly differently."
(Parent)
♦

Similarly, mostconsumersperceivethat federal agenciessuchas the Food& DrugAdministration(FDA)activelyreview the
evidencesuppliedbymanufacturersof conventionalnon-prescription
products. Again,they are dividedon the role of the
federal governmentwith regardto herbaland homeopathicproducts.
Consumers expect the government to hold conventional products to higher standards .
"I think you need a Jot for conventional [products], because you 've got a lot of chemicals and things in
there . You have to pass FDA testing and everything. It can take a lot of years." (General Adult)
"I think the FDA requires Tylenol, for example, to research how long it really takes to get rid of whatever
your problem is. Because you 'll notice on the back of Tylenol it says, 'Take this for no longer than four
days, or consult your physician."' (General Adult)
"I think it's done by ingredient. The ones that have the drug, the chemical compounds, are going to be
more stringent. They're going to be tighter on them. The ones that are using more natural products and
stuff, I think the FDA wouldn't check as closely." (Parent)

Some consumers believe herbal and homeopathic products face the same requirements as conventional products.
Others disagree, or are unsure .
"I don't think it's [homeopathic products] regu lated as stringently as the conventional drugs. They're not
allowed to call it a drug." (General Adult )

EvidentiaryRequirementsand FederalOversight
"I think they [FDA] are involved only if there is a specific claim: 'Use temporarily relieves nasal congestion
due to the common cold, hay fever, or other respiratory allergies.' So then, I would assume they
[manufacturers] had to submit some data that suggest that a control group that used a placebo had this
result and the group that used the product had a better outcome, generally." (Parent)
"I would say their involvement is minimal to none." (General Adult)
"I don't think the FDA would waste their time with it [homeopathic products]." (General Adult)
"I think if they can bring it to the shelf of a drug store, it has to be reviewed by someone on the federal
level." (Parent)
"I think they are [federal review of all products]. They better be because when you're giving it to a child,
and if you kill somebody ...you know?" (Parent)
"I can hope. That's all I can I say, is that I would hope that someone took the time to say we have to look at
herbal, at homeopathic [products] ." (Parent)
"I think it comes down to what claims they make. It all has to do with the language. Because ultimately
that's all that you can hold any company to." (Parent)
♦

Consumersvaluethe involvementof the federalgovernment.
Federal agency involvement and oversight provide a feeling of safety and trust.
"When you have something that has FDA approval, they back it and they're saying that the chemicals in
this substance are okay. It won't harm the body, it will help you ." (General Adult)
"To see how safe it is. To see whether you can use it when you shouldn't use it." (General Adult)
"You're trusting that the FDA is looking out for everybody. So we trust them and hopefully, they are looking
out for us." General Adult

Determine Awareness and Perceptions
of Homeopathic Products
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Awarenessand Perceptionsof
HomeopathicProducts

♦

Althoughconsumersare generallyawareof homeopathicproducts,they exhibitverylittle understanding
and knowledgeof
the underlyingprinciples.
Most consumers equate homeopathic products with natural and/o r "home remedies."
"Homeopathic . I think it 's more natural, pure, without chemicals. Without looking up the definition, that's
what I would think." (Parent)

Even those who have purchased homeopathic products are unfamiliar with the Law of Similars and Law of
Infinitesimals .
"It 's not at all what I thought of as homeopathic. It 's just taken me a step back to where I'm now cautious ."
(Parent)
"Admittedly , I have a different idea of what homeopathic is than what you described. So now, I'm less
sure. " (Parent)
"I'm very, very familiar with that concept [homeopathy], and I never thought of it the way you described the
definition or the two laws. It's a very strange to me, this definition ...so it's taken me aback .
(General Adult)
11

♦

Consumersfind the two underlyingprincipals of homeopathy - law of similars and law of infinitesimals - confusing.
The underlying concept of the Law of Infinitesima ls is particularly confusing and counterintuitive for many consumers.
"It's a little contradictory.

11

(Parent)

"That [12XJ means nothing to me. Nothing!" (Parent)
"Are you sure that 's right? That doesn 't make any sense.

11

(Parent)

Awarenessand Perceptionsof
HomeopathicProducts

"Say if you make tea, and you put more water in it, it's not as flavorful. So, I'm thinking the more you dilute
something, the more effective it is? That doesn't make sense!" (Parent)
♦

Parents,in particular, are motivatedbythe relativelyfew side effectsof homeopathicproducts.
The relatively few side effects is comforting for some parents.

"I don't cringe if one of the kids get into something that's homeopathic. If they grab the bottle of Tylenol or
drugs, I know there is going to be an adverse reaction . Whereas, if you chewed up a bunch of herbs, you
might not feel so hot, but I don't worry about them having a seizure or cardiac arrest or something drastic.,,
(General Adult)
"Well, who wouldn't [want to] take a product with no side effects?" (Parent)
The diminished risk of side effects made some a few consumers question the effectiveness of homeopathic
products.

"I like the fact that there are very few side effects. But one that's totally diluted, how aggressive is it going
to be when you really need something? How long are you going to have to take something before you're
cured of your cold or something else if is so totally diluted versus something that will be more aggressive?
So, I kind of wonder about that, but I like the idea of no side effects .,, (General Adult)
"If it's so diluted, then okay there are less side effects. But is my kid still getting healthy? Or is it going to
take twice as long, or 100 times, or 12 times as long and 12 times the amount for them to get better? I
don't want to give them something diluted just because there is less side effects if it's going to take them
six weeks to get over a two-week cold. I want him healthy now!" (Parent)

Awarenessand Perceptionsof
HomeopathicProducts

♦

Most consumersare reluctantto use homeopathicproducts.
Most General Adults and Parents indicate they are likely to continue to use the conventional non-prescript ion
products with which they are familiar.
"I'm still going conventional because I know it has drugs in there and I want something that works fast.
(General Adult)

11

"I want what has proven to work for me." (General Adult)
"I think if you're going into the store with your child sick at home, you 're going to grab proven versus
something [unknown]. (Parent)
11

"When you give two teaspoons of that Motrin , it breaks the fever within the hour. And that 's what I'm
looking at. The next time I'm buying my product, I'm looking at what have I used in the past? What works?
What can I pick up? What is readily available? If my kid is sick, that's what I'm going to look at. I'm not
looking at green and stuff [Similasan product]. I'm looking at works. Period. (Parent)
11

"I am less interested [in homeopathic products] than I was before.

11

(Parent)

"If you 're running to the store because your child is sick that day, then you 're probably going to get the tried
and true." (Parent)
They are unlikely to purchase homeopathic products without the express recommendation from a trusted source
(e.g., medical professional, family member, friend, etc.).
"I'm going to me more skeptical. I'm going to ask a trusted source, 'Have you tried this? Did this work for
you?'" (General Adult)
"Someone would have to tell me, 'Hey, try this. It works. "' (General Adult)

Awarenessand Perceptionsof
HomeopathicProducts

"This [Triaminic and Sudafed] is what the doctor tells or suggests for you to use and the ones you have had
a history with. I'm with you. I'm not going to try these two [Cold 'n Cough and Cold & Mucus Relief]. But, if
my doctor said, 'You know what? I've been suggesting to my patients to try this, it's really good . You might
want to take a look at it,' then I would try it." (Parent)

Others, however, are more interested in homeopathic products because they are perceived as less harsh or because
the manufacturing process it appears more scientific than they originally perceived.
"I would say herbal first , then homeopathic. And then if I really can't handle it, I'd go with the
conventional." (General Adult)
"I go with the herbal, the vitamin C, huge quantities of vitamin C. And, in a day or so if I'm getting worse,
it's conventional. " (General Adult)
"When you think of homeopathic, you think of something from the 60 's, concocting things . But here, it's
more modern thinking, more scientific. " (General Adult)
"Understanding what infinitesimal means, it actually makes me more open to homeopathic stuff. Basically ,
it's your flu shot, your anti -venom, things like that , that people could live or die from , are homeopathic
according to the definition that you 've given." (General Adult)

Implications
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The following implications are based on study findings and the interpretation of those findings by the moderator/ analyst. These
implications may or may not represent the views of Federal Trade Commission representatives. The following implications are
offered for consideration by the Federal Trade Commission:
♦

Consumershavea highdegreeof familiarityand understanding
of conventionalnon-prescription
products.
General Adults and Parents readily identify and classify conventional non-prescription products. They understand
manufacturers of conventional products must be able to support their product claims and that the federal
government oversees their compliance with these requirements.
Further , most are aware of how to read and interpret the product label by searching for the active ingredient.

♦

Despitesomeclaimedawarenessof homeopathicproducts,consumers'knowledgeand understanding
of the underlying
homeopathicprinciplesis verylow.
Some consumers are aware of the term "homeopathic ." However, most consumers are unable to articulate a
category definition. Many consumers tend to group all non-conventional products together including homeopathic
products into a single category, and use the terms "natural", "herba l" and "homeopathic" interchangeably.
Consumer response to the two underlying homeopathy principles is general ly confusion. Most appear to grasp the
Law of Similars at least at some level, but no one understood the Law of Infinitesimals. In fact , many question the
efficacy of homeopathic products upon learning about the Law of Infinitesimals.
Even those consumers who self-reported that they have used homeopathic products were unfamiliar with the two
underlying principles of homeopathy. They choose to use homeopathic products because they perceive they are
more natural and less harsh on their body.
Overall, consumers were less interested and/or more guarded toward homeopathic products fo llowing the discussion
of the two underlying principles of homeopathy . Several comment they would only choose a homeopathic product if it
was recommended to them by a trusted source , while others remained attracted to the concept of homeopathy
because of the perceived lower risk of side effects.

♦

Visualimages,productclaimsand packagingdriveconsumers'initialimpressionsof new products.
No one was familiar with any of the sample products provided . Initial ly, General Adults and Parents focused on the
front of the sample homeopathic products including the visual images, the product claims and the overall packaging
itself .
The incorrect spelling on the adult sample products was rejected by consumers and led some to conclude t he
products were "generic " brands .
Parents, in particular, were attracted to the soothing visual images and the age specific information on the sample
child products.

AppendixA: RespondentProfile

A-1

Total

GeneralAdults

Parents

N=16

N=B

N=8

Over-the -counter

16

8

8

Herbal

6

2

4

Homeopathic

6

3

3

N=16

N=8

N=8

Full-time

10

6

4

Part-time

2

1

1

Not working

3

0

3

Retired

1

1

0

N=16

N=B

N=8

High school graduate

2

0

2

Some college

2

1

1

College graduate

9

5

4

Post graduate

3

2

1

Non-Prescription
Productspurchased*

EmploymentStatus

EducationLevel

Q.5GA: Whichof thefollowingtypesof non-prescription
productshaveyoupurchased
or usedto treatanyconditions?
Q.8A: Whichof thefollowingtypesof non-prescription
productshaveyoupurchased
or usedforyourchild/children
thatare4-10yearsold to treatanyconditions?
Q.8GA/10A:
Areyoucurrently?
Q.9GA/11A:
Whichof thefollowingcategories
includesthehighestlevelof education
youhavecompleted?
*
Totalsaddup to morethansamplesizebecauseresponde
ntscouldchoosemorethanonechoice

A-2

Total

GeneralAdults

Parents

HouseholdIncome

N=16

N=B

N=B

$30,00 0-$49,999

4

1

3

$50 ,000 -$74 ,999

3

2

1

$75 ,000-$99,999

5

3

2

$100,000 or more

4

2

2

Raceand Ethnicity

N=16

N=B

White/Ca ucasian

10

4

6

African American/ Black

6

4

2

Hispanic/ Latin

0

0

0

Asian

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

Gender

N=16

N=B

N=B

Male

5

3

2

Female

11

5

6

Q.10GA/12A:Is yourannualhouseholdincomebeforetaxes:
Q.11GA/113A:Andto ensurewehavea balancedsample,do youconsideryourselfto be:
Q.13GA/15A
: Recordgender

N=B

A-2

Total

GeneralAdults

N=8

N=8

30 -39

2

2

NA

40 -4 9

3

3

NA

50 -59

1

1

NA

60 -69

2

2

NA

Agefor GeneralAdults

Agefor Parents

N=8

Parents

N=8

25 or younger

0

NA

0

26 -34

1

NA

1

35 -44

6

NA

6

45 -54

1

NA

1

55 or older

0

NA

0

Ageof Children at Home*

N=8

N=8

Under 4 years old

0

NA

0

4-10

8

NA

8

11-17

1

NA

1

Q.?GA: Whichof thefollowingcategoriesincludesyourage?
Q.9P: Whichof thefollowingcategoriesincludesyourage?
Q.3P: Doyouhaveanychildrenin thefollowingagegroups?
*
Totalsaddup to morethansamplesizebecauserespondents
couldchoosemorethanonechoice

A-2

